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Foreword

Ted Snell: Winthrop Professor, Director, Cultural Precinct, UWA

There is an energy that derives from living on the western edge. Living here provides
a catalyst for new ideas and an impetus to create visual responses to the extraordinary
nature of this place. Living here generates a sense of urgency and of making do; it is
a space that can only be inhabited through bold action. Artists in Western Australia
work at various frontiers: some are geographical, others ecological; some explore social
spaces and yet more who examine activities and things on the cusp of change. This
exciting space “at the edge”, “on the boundary”, in the “liminal space between” is where
Western Australian artists live and work and it gives the western edge of Australia a
vibrancy that is palpable.

The HERE&NOW exhibition series was
established to capture that vibrancy and
provide a snapshot of activity across the full
span of visual arts activity here and now.
Each year the exhibition highlights the
creative enterprise of Western Australian
artists working at the cutting edge of
contemporary visual arts practice in a
specific field of activity or as part of a group
of practitioners.

and interconnected system of art making
unique to this time and this place. The
encouragement of younger curators and
the provision of professional development
opportunities were key components of
this project.

The format of an early career curator, an
exhibition, a public program of seminars
and talks, and a publication will become
a litmus test of the health and vibrancy
HERE&NOW12 surveyed the activities of of local visual arts practice. Next year
artist-run initiatives and placed craft-based HERE&NOW14 will present an overview
practices and “do it yourself” endeavours of contemporary ceramic art and the
following year HERE&NOW15 will survey
within the sphere of an art gallery. The
the work of emerging Indigenous artists.
curator, Katie Lenanton, was from the
same generation, and worked within the HERE&NOW13 is the culmination of an
same milieu as the artists she selected. exceptional partnership between the
Her exhibition presented an experimental Department of Culture and the Arts, the
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3. Patrick Carter, Untitled, (film still), 2013.

Disability Services Commission, DADAA,
The University of Western Australia’s
Cultural Precinct, the City of Subiaco, the
Museum of Modern Art and the League
Artist Natural Design in New York. It
arose from DADAA’s vision to develop local
and cross-sector partnerships that bring
arts and health together to create an
inclusive model of engagement that
effectively responds to the needs of
people with disability within the Western
Australian community.
The work of the eleven outstanding
Western Australian artists presented in
HERE&NOW13 cross a diverse range of
mediums and approaches. It is a survey
that highlights the immense talent within
our local community and it reinforces
the international significance of what
is happening locally. From Aboriginal
filmmakers based in remote communities
to contemporary metropolitan painters,
and encompassing a wide age range from
school students to mature practitioners,
the project provides these artists with the
opportunity to fulfill their creative potential.
All the artists selected for HERE&NOW13,
and many other artists working in our
community, have overcome physical,
economic and social obstacles to create
their work. Through that struggle and
through their personal circumstances they
are able to provide a perspective that opens
our eyes to different ways of interacting and
engaging with the world. Often gathered
together under a number of mostly
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unhelpful descriptors such as Naïve Art,
Outsider Art, Marginal Art, Visionary Art,
folk art and Art Brut, artists with disability
are working outside the mainstream
whether by choice or circumstance, and
from their unique vantage point they offer
a different point of view. The ability of
the selected artists to forge a personal
pathway through creative expression is the
celebratory focus of this exhibition.
HERE&NOW13 documents and acknow
ledges that contribution, which as John
Swain and Sally French explain, is
empowering because it enables us to
rethink notions of “normality”:
In affirming a positive identity
of being impaired, [people with
disability] are actively repudiating
the dominant value of normality. The
changes for individuals are not just
a transforming of consciousness as
to the meaning of “disability”, but an
assertion of the value and validity of
life as a person with an impairment1.
The works selected by curator Katherine
Wilkinson are presented within a broad
spectrum of a practice that enables
artists to express their identity as people
with disability, informed by their personal
experiences and enhanced by a sense
of their membership of a group with a
distinctive view on life and living.
The HERE&NOW13 exhibition is the
culmination of a year-long project of
mentorship, professional development

and residencies for the selected artists,
which has involved the Perth Institute
of Contemporary Art, Central Institute
of Technology and the Fremantle Arts
Centre. It owes a great deal of its success
to the hard work of individuals in those
organisations and I would like to thank
David Doyle and Catherine Peattie from
DADAA, Lee Kinsella at the Lawrence
Wilson Art Gallery, and, most especially,
Katherine Wilkinson, who has steered the
project since her appointment as curator.
I would also like to thank all the artists, their
mentors and their families and supporters,
for their passion, commitment and hard
work. The University is also very grateful to
the City of Subiaco for it’s support of this
important project.
Along with a lavish publication and an
extensive public program HERE&NOW13
highlights the diversity and uniqueness of
contemporary disability arts practice in this
State and provides a beacon for a future
that is inclusive, affirming and celebratory
for artists and audiences alike.
On the western edge of the continent, we
have a vibrant mix of cultural perspectives
that includes a vital Indigenous culture, a
transplanted culture aligned historically
and culturally with Europe, a growing
cultural community congruent with
Asia and many artistic communities
that have emerged through necessity or
circumstance. It is a unique and wonderful
environment where we embrace change
and celebrate difference.
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Winthrop Professor Ted Snell has contr
ibuted to the national arts agenda through
his board positions on numerous arts
bodies. He is Director of the Cultural Precinct
at The University of Western Australia,
reviews art for The Australian and writes for
many journals.
Notes
1

John Swain & Sally French, ‘Whose Tragedy? Towards
a personal non-tragedy view of Disability’, Disability
and Society 15 (4), (2000), 569–582.

John Day: Minister for Culture and the Arts

The HERE&NOW13 project is the result of a collaboration between the Department of
Culture and the Arts (DCA) and the Disability Services Commission.
It is a wonderful example of the State
Government’s commitment to developing
strong partnerships and building a better
society for all Western Australians.
Arts and culture play an important role
in developing and improving individuals
and communities, and that is why the
HERE&NOW13 project, coordinated by by
DADAA and Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery,
The University of Western Australia, is so
important.
The project has provided 11 Western
Australian contemporary artists with
disability the opportunity to produce art
works ranging from painting, sculpture
and printmaking through to film and
digital media.
The artists involved are Katrina Barber,
Patrick Carter, Clive Collender, Aquinas
Crowe, David Guhl, Tim Maley, Julian Poon,
Jane Ryan, Robert Turpin, Robin Warren
and Lisa Uhl.
As part of the 12-month program the artists
have been given professional development
opportunities plus the chance to exhibit
their work in the HERE&NOW13 exhibition
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at the Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery at The
University of Western Australia.
I am pleased that funding from DCA to
DADAA ensured that an emerging curator
could work with the artists to develop a
mentoring program tailored to the needs of
each individual.
Professional development opportunities
for the emerging curator, Katherine
Wilkinson, saw her visit the Museum of
Modern Art (MoMA) and the League Arts
Natural Design Studio and Gallery (LAND)
in New York.
This aspect of the program has ensured
that there is already international interest
in the work of WA artists with disability.
I acknowledge all those involved in the
HERE&NOW13 project, particularly the
artists and mentors, and trust that the
exhibition will promote contemporary
disability arts practice.

Helen Morton: Minister for Disability Services

I am honoured to provide this foreword for the HERE&NOW13 publication which showcases
the individual journeys and works of 11 of Western Australia’s outstanding artists with
disability.
This impressive book forms part of an
important series of initiatives arising from
the unique and long-standing partnership
between the Disability Services Commission
and the Department of Culture and the Arts.
With the signing of a second Memorandum
of Understanding earlier this year,
the partnership develops initiatives for
people with disability to participate in
mainstream cultural events and community
arts programs.
The HERE&NOW13 project exemplifies the
priorities of the State Government’s Count
Me In strategy for WA, a vision where all
people live in welcoming communities that
facilitate citizenship, friendship, mutual
support and a fair go for everyone.
A key priority of Count Me In involves having
people with disability participating and
contributing in all aspects of life, including
the rich cultural and arts traditions and
opportunities offered across WA.
The Commission and the Department have
partnered with the Lawrence Wilson Art
Gallery and DADAA to host HERE&NOW13.
It is the first curated exhibition for estab
lished artists with disability in WA and it’s
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pleasing to note it’s displayed in one of the
finest university galleries in Australia.
HERE&NOW13 marks the culmination of a
year-long project coordinated by DADAA
in which the organisation supported and
trained an emerging curator, and fostered
professional development of the artists
through a program of mentorship.
The result is an exceptional exhibition that
aims to foster a greater appreciation of art
created by people with disability throughout
the wider community.
I am proud to be living and working in
Western Australia where the disability
and arts sectors have worked across
government, university and not-for-profit
organisations to produce this inaugural
exhibition and publication.
HERE&NOW13 places artists with disability
firmly on the artistic map – profiling their
unique contribution to the cultural fabric of
our state.
Congratulations to everyone involved and to
the reader, I know you will enjoy exploring
the myriad of rich stories and images
contained within.

HERE&NOW13
Katrina Barber
Patrick Carter
Clive Collender
Aquinas Crowe
David Guhl
Tim Maley
Julian Poon
Jane Ryan
Robert Turpin
Lisa Uhl
Robin Warren
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4. Julian Poon, Ram-eses II (detail), 2013.

Katrina Barber

Perth-based artist Katrina Barber began painting six
years ago, and has extended her practice to include
textiles, sculpture, mixed media and most recently, forms
of installation. Barber has an innate sense of colour and
harmony and works with bold colours, abstract shapes and
lines. Her works have been shown extensively at locations
across Western Australia including as a part of the As We
Are, Nulsen, Perth, 2009–12; Mandurah Stretch Festival,
Mandurah, 2009–12 and Creative Connections Art & Poetry
Exhibition, City Farm Art Space, Perth, 2012.

Being an artist brings Katrina great joy and satisfaction which
is very evident when I watch her paint and create designs,
sculptures and installations. Although Katrina is deaf and
uses only a small number of key word signs to communicate,
she is able, through her art, to communicate and express
her feelings and thoughts with others. For Katrina, art has
become her voice, and that voice is inspiring and beautiful.
Julianne Ryan (Katrina’s mentor), 2013.
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6. Katrina Barber, Light series (detail), 2013.
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5. Katrina Barber, Light series (detail), 2013.

Patrick Carter

Patrick Carter first worked with DADAA’s The Lost
Generation Project in 2007 and 2008, demonstrating
adeptness to a multitude of art forms including painting,
dance, performance, and musical composition. Carter’s
works strongly reference his memories and experiences of
family. His works have been included in group exhibitions
at the Darlington Arts Festival, Western Australia, 2008
and Midland Junction Arts Centre, Western Australia, 2009.
For HERE&NOW13 Carter, through DADAA’s stARTSPEAK
Project, won an Arts Access Cultivate Grant, to collaborate
with digital media artist Sohan Ariel Hayes in the disciplines
of performance, projection, video and animation.

It is such a privilege to watch Pat “play” in the performance
space. I have never before worked with an artist who is so open,
both emotionally and physically… he effortlessly moves from
deeply personal recollections, to mischievous mimicking, to
scenes of horror, utilising his facial expressions and voice in
remarkably powerful ways. Katherine Wilkinson, 2013.
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Patrick Carter in the CIA studio, 2013.
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Above and opposite: Patrick Carter in the CIA studio, 2013.
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Clive Collender

Clive Collender has been drawing for over fifty years.
Although he resides in Perth, Western Australia, he has
travelled extensively, living in both the United Kingdom and
South Africa. Drawing on his experiences of these travels
and those people, animals and objects he encounters,
Collender has developed a unique and distinctive style.
Alongside numerous private commissions Collender’s works
have been shown at the As We Are Exhibition, Nulsen, Perth,
2012 and at the Identity WA 35th Anniversary Art Exhibition,
Western Australia, 2012.

Clive’s works are sharp and playful, detailing people,
animals and objects in a truly distinctive style. These works,
although appearing relatively simple, are in fact the product
of an artist whose aptitude for recalling details, names and
dates is of a degree that I have not seen before.
Katherine Wilkinson, 2013.
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7. Clive Collender, Birds (detail), 2013.
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8. Clive Collender, Stilfontein, South Africa, December 1957, 2013.
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9. Clive Collender, Umhlanga Rocks, South Africa, December 1967, 2013.

Aquinas Crowe

Aquinas Crowe is a filmmaker based in Fitzroy Crossing,
Western Australia. His most recent films include Tlilijan
Wangkatjungka Crows, 2011; Something Australia, 2010,
which was winner of the AFI / Australia Day Council of
NSW’s (ADCNSW) short film competition Reel Australia; and
Something Fitzroy, 2009. Crowe is an active and outspoken
ambassador for youth within his community. His films are
recognised locally and nationally as poignant reflections on
family, notions of home and Australian culture.

…what interests me about filming is pointing a camera to a
person, showing the people I live with, the place I live, telling
the stories of the country. The country it speaks to you and
tells you… Aquinas Crowe, 2013.
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10. Aquinas Crowe, Untitled, (film still), 2012.
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11. Aquinas Crowe, Untitled, (film still), 2013.
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12. Aquinas Crowe, Untitled, (film still), 2013.

David Guhl

David Guhl is an award-winning Perth-based artist who is
best-known for his vibrant Western Australian landscapes.
His paintings have been exhibited in numerous exhibitions
including Downright Art Exhibition, World Down Syndrome
Day, United Nations, New York, 2012; The 3 Daves, Perth
Town Hall, Perth, 2009 and his first solo exhibition Truly,
Madly, Delightful, Perth Town Hall, Perth, 2008. Guhl’s works
are held in the collections of the Town of Vincent, Macquarie
Bank, Citizens Advocacy WA, Nulsen and the Disability
Services Commission, Western Australia. In 2011, Guhl was
invited by the Disability Services Commission to join a small
group of high profile Western Australians as a Count Me In
Ambassador, in recognition of his contribution to the arts.

Painting is what I do…I’m respected because I have a story
to tell and people seem to like what story my paintings tell.
David Guhl, 2012.
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13. David Guhl, Tasmania, 2013.
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14. David Guhl, Coffee shop, 2013.
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15. David Guhl, Kimberley, 2013.

Tim Maley

Tim Maley began working with DADAA’s The Lost Generation
Project in 2007 and has since then experimented with
a variety of art forms and mediums including drawing,
painting and film producing. Maley has exhibited as a part
of the Darlington Arts Festival, Western Australia, 2008 and
Mundaring Arts Centre, Western Australia, 2009. In 2009 he
was awarded a Department of Culture and the Arts Grant and
subsequently held his first solo exhibition at the Mundaring
Arts Centre, Western Australia, 2010. For HERE&NOW13
Maley has worked alongside Perth artist Kate CampbellPope, courtesy of DADAA’s stARTSPEAK Project, to produce
a series of works on paper influenced by the fauna on display
at the Western Australian Museum.

The mentorship process is always found to be a two way
street, and in this case for me, very much so. I feel that I
have been affected and influenced by Tim in ways that will
continue to surface and extend over time. I am impressed by
the immediacy of Tim’s approach to his work, the spontaneity
combined with careful observation of his subject. His
menagerie of colourful animals can’t help but delight the
viewer. Kate Campbell-Pope (Tim’s mentor), 2013.
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16. Tim Maley, Frog series (detail), 2013.
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17. Tim Maley, Crocodile series (detail), 2013.

Julian Poon

Perth-based artist Julian Poon is the youngest HERE&NOW13
exhibitor at 17 years of age. In the last six years Poon has held
three solo exhibitions and his works have been the subject of a
documentary on BBC television entitled The One Show. In 2010
Poon became the youngest artist to have his works selected
as a part of the Royal Academy of Arts Summer Exhibition in
London. In 2012 Poon was awarded the Mandorla Youth Art
Award, Australia’s most significant thematic Christian Prize.

…In each of the windows this is King David, Nathan the
prophet, Solomon his son, and then the next one is St Peter.
Going back to King David, this is the moon and the stars,
which represent his poetry and his psalms – psalms are
songs from the bible – his sceptre which is shaped as a cross
representing Christianity. Here is St Peter with a halo and
his keys, which open the gates of heaven. St Paul holds a
sword, which represents the word of God…There is a smaller
window with the Trinity – the Father the Son and the Holy
Spirit – and a candle which represents the light of the world
and Jesus being the light...then there is Jesus Christ on the
cross. Julian Poon discussing Biblical history, 2013.
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18. Julian Poon, Any-mation, 2013.
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19. Julian Poon, Art of war, 2013.

Jane Ryan

Jane Ryan is an artist based in Fremantle, Western Australia.
Her practice incorporates a plethora of mediums and forms
including painting, sculpture, printmaking, weaving and
coiling – often using recycled and found materials. For
HERE&NOW13 Ryan has incorporated a newfound interest
in photography to the composition process of her abstract
paintings, and developed a collection of textile and mixed
media sculptures. Ryan’s arrangement of shapes and forms
and use of colour is the driving force in her works. Her
works have been displayed in numerous group exhibitions
including As We Are, Nulsen, Perth, 2012; Bugs, Birds and
Beasts, Midland Junction Arts Centre, Western Australia,
2012; and Open Minds Open Doors, Alma Street Centre,
Western Australia, 2011, 2012 and in her first solo exhibition,
JANE, DADAA Freight Gallery, Fremantle, 2012.

Jane’s process is so certain and confident and together
with her wonderful sense of composition and design, the
results of bringing different materials together becomes
a visual and textural feast. My experience of working
with Jane has taught me to be less constrained and
more adventurous in my own practice with more of the
fun and adventurousness Jane brings to her work. Her
sculptural pieces glow and call out to be handled.
Judy Mary Seward, (Jane’s mentor) 2013.
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20. Jane Ryan, In the bush collection (detail), 2013.
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21. Jane Ryan, New York, 2013.
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22. Jane Ryan, A sun, 2013.

Robert Turpin

Grounded in his experiences as a child in the South Western
Australian bush, Robert Turpin’s works reflect these early
memories through the use of painting, printmaking and
drawing. Turpin holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the
University of South Australia, 2008 and a Post-graduate
Diploma in Visual Arts from Edith Cowan University, Western
Australia, 2012. Turpin’s works have been featured in
numerous solo and group exhibitions at both Universities,
and in exhibitions at the Adelaide Fringe Festival, 2009 and
2010; and the SALA Festival, Red Opis Arts Space, Adelaide
2010 and 2011. Turpin has been featured in catalogues
and books on contemporary art including the International
Contemporary Masters, Volume Five, published by World
Wide Books, San Francisco.

Robert Turpin’s vast paintings detail imagined galactic
universes and outer space. They are highly active and
energised works that produce something akin to an
immersive experience where one is transported to an
alternate spatial environment. Katherine Wilkinson, 2013.
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Robert Turpin, One path no direction (detail), 2012.
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23. Robert Turpin, One path no direction, 2012.
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24. Robert Turpin, Untitled, 2012.

Lisa Uhl

Fitzroy Crossing-based artist Lisa Uhl works predominantly
in painting, however she has extended her practice to develop
a sculptural piece for inclusion in HERE&NOW13. Uhl’s works
have been shown locally and nationally in both solo and group
exhibitions, and her most recent solo exhibitions include
Gallery Gabriella Pizzi, Melbourne, 2013; Seva Frangos Fine
Art, Perth, 2012; and Suzanne O’Connell Gallery, Brisbane,
2011. In both 2011 and 2012 Uhl received awards for her work
in the Kimberley Art Prize, Western Australia.

Lisa represents her love for her home through her abstract
paintings of her country and her community. She displays
her unique cultural connection to place through art.
Mangkaja Arts Resource Agency, 2012.
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Lisa Uhl working on her sculpture at Urban Art Projects, Brisbane, 2013.
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25. Lisa Uhl, Turtujarti (walnut trees), 2013.
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26. Lisa Uhl, Turtujarti (walnut trees), 2013.

Robin Warren

Robin Warren is largely a self-taught artist whose abstract
works on paper and canvas reference vast landscapes. Based
in Fremantle, Western Australia, Warren’s most notable
achievements include being awarded The Syd Donovan
Award in 1996 and receiving a Queen’s Trust Award in 1997,
which saw one of his pieces translated into a tapestry by the
Victorian Tapestry Workshop, Melbourne. Warren’s works
are held in numerous public and private collections including
the Irish Museum of Modern Art.

Painting is a part of me. I am influenced by the landscape,
where I try to express things in a slightly different sort of
way. Robin Warren, 2013.
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27. Robin Warren, Bell vibrations, 2013.
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28. Robin Warren, Cloud of the autumn winter cusp, 2013.
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29. Robin Warren, A tree at sunset, 2013.
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Tim Maley, drawing, 2013.

Introduction

David Doyle, Executive Director, DADAA.

The HERE&NOW13 project was designed to achieve a diversity of objectives, key to the
project and this publication has been the partner’s desire to promote new levels of
critical thinking around contemporary arts and disability practice.
There has been a deficit of critical
engagement with arts and disability here
in Australia and in Western Australia in
particular.
We are delighted to present the work of
three writers who have all been closely
engaged with the HERE&NOW13 artists.
United States-based based curator and
academic Amanda Cachia brings to her
critique the dual strengths of an academic
career focused upon arts and disability,
viewed through a lived experience of
disability. In addition, Cachia brings to this
publication an international perspective on
disability arts practice.
Emerging curator Katherine Wilkinson has
come to know the work of this group of
artists intimately, during her shared journey
with the artists over the past 12 months.
Her essay provides us with an internal
project perspective on the body of work that
is HERE&NOW13. Wilkinson’s approach
mirrors contemporary understandings
of curating as a hybrid practice, one that
focuses on collaborative involvement in the
process and practice of each artist.
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Matthew Mason’s essay takes readers
along a journey that frames arts and
disability practice in a cultural and social
context, and outlines some issues inherent
in framing this work.
We hope that, as you read the essays
presented within this publication, you will
be enlightened, challenged, informed and
provoked.
Interpreting the work within HERE&NOW13
will occur at many levels as audiences
engage with the exhibition. There is real
value for all of us in having access to the
critical thinking of Cachia, Wilkinson and
Mason as their thinking provides us with
new ways to frame, interpret and view the
work of contemporary Western Australian
artists with disability.

HERE&NOW13

Katherine Wilkinson: Curator, HERE&NOW13

Click to play audio essay narrated by
Katherine Wilkinson

In the lead up to the exhibition I became interested in what made the works of the
eleven selected artists unique, what made them each distinctive. That essence, which
really only became apparent to me in the process of mentoring, in observation and
conversation, was this idea of narrative. Specifically the stories behind each artist
and their work – revealed as inseparable. There is no knowing the works without an
engagement with this process and each artist’s distinct voice.
HERE&NOW13 is an exhibition that
presents the works of eleven Western
Australian artists with disability. I will not
attempt to define its lineage relative to
any particular art historical trajectories
or the model of Outsider Art. Instead the
exhibition is a part of a recent trend that
has come to contextualise disability arts
practice within the larger narratives and
discussions of contemporary art. Within
such progressions, the works of artists
with disability are acclaimed for their
uniqueness, complexity of experience and
criticality in initiating discussions around
dominant social and cultural perceptions.1
A contemporary disability arts practice
sees the gallery become a site to contest
the mainstream art and social regime, a
space to re-frame the lived and embodied
experiences of disability. HERE&NOW13
offers such a space. Here a diverse
group of artists including Katrina Barber,
Patrick Carter, Clive Collender, Aquinas
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Crowe, David Guhl, Tim Maley, Julian
Poon, Jane Ryan, Robert Turpin, Lisa Uhl
and Robin Warren explore processes of
communication, embodiment, identity and
narrative through a variety of art forms
including painting, sculpture, drawing,
installation, performance and digital
media. The HERE&NOW13 artists do not
necessarily take an openly antagonistic
stance towards dominant social discourses
or contest definitions of inclusivity, normality and ableism. Instead their works offer
audiences a range of opportunities for
encountering and sensorial experiences
of knowing and being in the world.2
Or more concisely HERE&NOW13 presents
an exploration into the metaphysical,
relative to each artist’s lived experiences
and reflections.
Curator Massimiliano Gioni in a recent
interview on his exhibition at the New
Museum, New York, Ghosts in the Machine
states:
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Patrick Carter and artist mentor Sohan Ariel Hayes, 2012.

The show is polemical… It’s about
showing that there are many different
ways of being an artist and many
different voices, beyond just the
canonical ones. Instead of imposing
an alternative narrative, I hope that
the show points to a polyphony of
voices and shows that they are all
worth listening to. 3
Gioni concisely details a recent shift in
thinking around the collective enframement
of what constitutes contemporary under
standings of art. HERE&NOW13 can be
positioned relative to Gioni’s thinking
and line of curating, as an exhibition of
distinctive voices. Although not relative to
the artists’ exploration of technologies as
in Ghosts in the Machine, but comparable
more generally to the artists’ perceptions,
experiences and encounters with the world
at large. The unique subjective positions
showcased in this exhibition can perhaps
be best revealed through a consideration
of not only each artist’s works but in their
process of making.
The selected works of David Guhl are
inscribed with his own encounters of the
everyday and those social interactions
constituted within it. Known for his
distinctive and vibrant paintings, Guhl
presents scenes of people, local places
and the landscapes of Australia that he has
both directly and indirectly experienced. His
paintings pulse with life and seem to contain
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an inner rhythm, producing a mesmerising
effect which collides with glimpses of more
personal recollections and spaces of play.
Complementing these is a performance and
video piece produced in collaboration with
Jacob Lehrer and Catherine Jennings. This
work re-enacts Guhl’s weekly excursions
dancing at various locations within the city.
Throughout this piece we bear witness to his
experiences of elation, indifference, fatigue
and, at times, a loss of body control. Guhl
does not attempt to precisely imitate his
partners, but instead forges his own space,
tempo and movements which destabilise
his partners who are forced to adapt. Guhl
essentially creates a new space for both
bodily and social interactions through the
medium of dance.
The myriad of music, dance, drawing and
performance that constitutes the practice of
artist Patrick Carter is captivating to behold.
Carter presents multiple performative
works for HERE&NOW13, which offer an
incredibly open and personal recollection
of his everyday. We are enfolded in Carter’s
reflections, those actions and moments
with family that are central to his sense
of self.
As an audience viewing these works,
we enter a very private space where we
perceive, somewhat voyeuristically, Carter’s
playfulness, anguish and frustrations. This
is no masquerade on Carter’s part; there
is no thinly concealed veil separating the

artist from the viewer. Instead, he offers his
identity and reality openly. Carter’s strength
of practice lies in this act, this agency which
he uses to confront the viewer’s gaze,
making bold statements about the reality
of his own body and his everyday.
For HERE&NOW13 Katrina Barber developed
Light series, a light installation developed
from a series of watercolour of the same
name, which repositions and interrogates
the standard sensorial experience and
exchange of communication. Barber’s
works are informed by a past isolation and
an innate need to communicate with both
her immediate and outside world. Her
paintings, drawings and watercolours are
self-reflective transient feelings, which at
times are confronting and contradictory to
the artist’s outer persona.
Light series bears down on the viewer,
demanding space and acknowledgement
without expecting any reciprocity, as it
strives to communicate that which the
artist cannot verbalise – a plethora of joy,
happiness, disappointment, annoyance
and sadness.
Barber’s pieces rest powerfully within the
concept of art as a communicative tool,
as a visual language in its own right. Her
works serve a purpose, they allow her a
communication pathway. They become the
means by which a distinct identity and a
connection to society are formed, a way of
bypassing silence. Light series foregrounds
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the language of communication and
engagement as multi-sensory, destabilising
audiences by placing them in a position
the artist herself traditionally occupies, a
space where they are unable to “talk back”.
Detailing a broader cultural identity and
interconnected experience are the works of
Indigenous Fitzroy Crossing-based artists
Lisa Uhl and Aquinas Crowe. Place and its
connection to identity resonate strongly
within the paintings and sculptures of Lisa
Uhl. Undulating with atmospheric rhythm
wrought through a use of repetitive imagery
and layering of colours, Uhl reinterprets
Turtujarti, the walnut trees from the Great
Sandy Desert. Her landscapes speak of
humidity and expanse, of a connection to
land and culture. Here Uhl demonstrates
the nature of her own reality and identity
as integrated within a collective cultural
feeling and corpus of knowledge.
The interconnectedness of land and home
to a sense of self is also reflected in the
project of filmmaker, Aquinas Crowe.
For HERE&NOW13 Crowe has produced
a film which documents his movements
over the past year, beginning during his
time studying in Perth, to his return to
Fitzroy Crossing. Parallel with a narrative
juxtaposing the realities of living in and
belonging to each place, the film explores
Crowe’s new-found sense of liberation and
freedom of movement experienced with
the introduction of an electric wheelchair.
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Tim Maley and artist mentor Kate Campbell-Pope, 2013.

Here is an instance of rupture where an
object often associated with impairment is
reinterpreted as an emancipatory tool. The
film resonates with ideas of self-discovery
and of belonging, but not in a sense relative
to disability, rather in terms of an awareness
of land, home and community as integral to
belonging.
Julian Poon’s works detail his fascination
with the bygone and ancient histories, from
Egyptian hieroglyphs to the Middle Ages.
His drawings are awash with stories of
Judaism and Christianity, which often spill
over into fantastical re-imagining of some
science fiction’s outer cosmos and J.R.R.
Tolkein’s Middle Earth. Poon’s drawings
are laden with controlled symbols and
patterning reminiscent of Antoni Gaudí,
Gustav Klimt and that which adorns some
of Europe’s most famous cathedrals and
churches. His most recent works, Rameses I and Ram-ese II, reflect an almost prehistoric abstractionism intertwined with
elements of Egyptian stylisation – a fluidity
juxtaposed against rigidly controlled lines
and patterns.
Although the need to represent history
and religion have informed artists’ works
for centuries, their influence over Poon’s
work is particularly interesting, given his
young age.5 His works often reinterpret and
assimilate various historical and religious
narratives and styles, offering innovative
configurations of a traditional practice.
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However, it is only through a process of retelling does Poon’s personal connection
to and immersion within these histories
becomes apparent:
This one is a church, you open a door
and go up the stairs. To get outside you
need to open this door. The people are
bishops, the king and some soldiers.
That’s a wall, with the pillars, which
you can walk across. This is a secret
door. It used to be an ancient site
before it became a church. There are
people buried underneath... 6
Clive Collender has been drawing for over
fifty years. His works are sharp, distinctive
and playful, detailing endless cycles of
animals and past everyday happenings.
Collender’s distinctiveness as an artist
is particularly revealed in the process of
making. Each of his pieces is produced in
a single sitting, without use of reference
books or any other means of recall, except
for that of his memory. He draws feverishly
and almost without pause, determinedly
oblivious to anything beyond his own work,
with a human touch becoming the only
means to pull him from his reverie.
The smaller works on paper carry the
objects, animals and people of Collender’s
everyday, snapshots of particular places
on specific dates stretching from his
childhood in South Africa and England
to his current reality. Collender offers an

exceptionally personal insight into his life,
which at times is confronting as the viewer
experiences something akin to loss or
nostalgia in recognition of their inability
to recall their expereinces with the same
degree of detail that Collender does. Here
a narrative is followed, a lifetime of events
and experiences captured.
Tim Maley’s collection of delicate repro
ductions of animals, insects and skeletons
on paper, were inspired by an excursion to
the Western Australian Museum. Maley’s
works detail his instinctive abilities in mark
making and offer poignant reflections
on his fascination with animal forms.
Comparably to Collender, Maley’s animals
take on a two-dimensionality and detail
a human likeness, interpreted perhaps
as a reflection of the artist himself.
Whether distinguishable as a conscious
or an unconscious act, the process of art
making for both Collender and Maley, can
be aligned with a reflection of self and each
artist’s own view of their position within
the world.
The everyday takes on a perplexing energy,
revitalised by exquisite use of colour in
the paintings, drawings and weavings of
artist Jane Ryan. Her works are influenced
by the natural and built environments
– both experienced and imagined – and
in a newfound interest in the field of
photography. Far from simple fabrications
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of the everyday, each piece is injected with
Ryan’s own thrill in the experience of her
surrounds, calling to question one’s own
perception of the seemingly mundane and
the everyday.
Robert Turpin’s vast paintings evoke
figments of imagined galactic universes
and outer space. Through a conscious use
of colour, line, scale, geometric shapes and
mapping, Turpin produces something akin
to an immersive experience where one is
transported and moved outside of the body
to an alternate spatial environment.
Where Turpin looks to an experience
outside the body, Robin Warren forces
the viewer to look inwards and around
through his abstract works on paper and
paintings which reference figuration. There
is a certain fluidity and innate beauty to
Warren’s landscapes, which often hold
intriguing shapes that seem to grow and
move, as if the forms are about to morph
into organisms or figures in front of one’s
eyes. Warren details a unique insight
into his own perception of landscapes as
transmogrifying entities, abundant with
energy and hinting at the shadow of a figure.
HERE&NOW13 surveys a diverse group
of artists who each offer a unique view to
everyday experiences relative to their own
distinctive subjectivity. Their artworks give
testament to a desire to confront things in
the world at large, to bring to light those

uneventful and overlooked aspects of lived
experience.7 Each artist creatively uses
and transforms the world they encounter
through their practice. Their works are
lived and embodied reflections essentially
concerned with metaphysics.
These artists address this idea of lived
experience and, whether consciously or
not, offer alternative sensory encounters
with the world in both its physical and
psychological manifestations. To note
difference here is important, but not in
a pathological sense. Difference in this
context can be seen as an expansion, as
a deeper “enframement” of collective
experience. Such meaning is not merely
discerned in observation. Viewers are
required to engage with the autonomous
perceptual and sensory positions of each
artist, essentially as curator Amanda
Cachia and art critic Matthew Higgs both
write, “[to] discover a new language with
each encounter”. 8 Confronting notions of
the normality of experience and concepts
of identity HERE&NOW13 invites audiences
to step inside each artist’s own unique and
perceptible way of knowing and being in
the world.
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Katherine Wilkinson is the curator for
HERE&NOW13.
Notes
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For further discussion on the development of
contemporary disability arts practice and examples
of their exhibition see Amanda Cachia, Fragmented
Productivity, within this publication and Amanda
Cachia, ‘What Can a Body Do?’ in What Can a Body Do?
curated by Amanda Cachia (Pennsylvania: Haverford
College, 2012), 5-23.
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Amanda Cachia introduces this idea of the experiences
of people with a disability offering “a way of knowing
the world” in line with Michael Foucault’s development
of the term “subjugated knowledge”. Ibid., 5.

3

Massimiliano Gioni in conversation with Courtney
Fiske, ‘Raising Spirits Q+A with Massimiliano Gioni’,
Art in America, Courtney Fiske, Ed. 2012, 20 Aug
2012 <http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/newsopinion/conversations/2012-08-16/massimilianogioni-ghosts-in-the-machine/>.

4

Ghosts in the Machine opened in 2012 at the New
Musuem, New York and was curated by Massimiliano
Gioni and Gary Carrion-Murayari. The exhibition
sought to examine artists’ embrace of and fascination
with technology, spanning some 50 years and boasting
a broad geographical reach, with works from premodern to present day artists, alongside lesser-known
artists and the works of self taught artists and persons
with a mental illness.

5

At the time of the HERE&NOW13 exhibition Julian is 17
years of age.

6

Julain Poon on Church on a Hill, interviewed by
Katherine Wilkinson, 25 May 2013.

7

This could be seen in line with recent developments
in contemporary art around the revitalization of the
everyday. See: Stephen Johnstone., Ed. The Everyday,
Documents of Contemporary Art, (London, The MIT
Press, 2008), 11-16.

8

Amanda, C. ‘What Can a Body Do?’, What Can a
Body Do? Curated by Amanda Cachia (Pennsylvania:
Haverford College, 2012), 5; Jonathon Griffin, “Frames
of Reference”, Frieze, 150 (2012), 196-205.

Fragmented productivity
Amanda Cachia: Curator and academic

Click to play audio essay
narrated by Amanda Cachia

In her recent book, The Queer Art of Failure, theorist Judith (Jack) Halberstam talks
about a “commitment to the fragment over any fantasy of future wholeness.”1
Following Halberstam’s lead in her attention to queer theory, I’d like to position her
thinking within a discourse of disability politics, and how the fragmented, so-called
“failed” disabled body can be located as a site of fragmented productivity.
As Halberstam asks, “can we think
about this refusal of self [in the form of
fragmentation] as an antiliberal act, a
revolutionary statement of pure opposition
that does not rely upon the liberal gesture
of defiance but accesses another lexicon
of power and speaks another language of
refusal?”2 How can “becoming disabled”
be represented through contemporary
art practices that demonstrate power in
the body as it is, rather than a form that
is striving to be otherwise? HERE&NOW13
showcases the work of eleven artists from
Western Australia who identify as having a
disability and who locate their alternative
embodiments in the present, without
recourse to claiming difference through
politicised binaries, changed futures or
presenting their work as antithetical to
pathology, even normality.
According to disability studies theorists
David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder, the
characterisation of disability often results
in indelible, overwrought portraits, often
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depicted in contemporary art. But in the
context of this showcase of work at the
Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, co-presented
by DADAA and Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery,
the artists are proving that the fragment
can be implemented in new, re-signifying
form. In other words, they are not only
providing new definitions of what we might
consider “disabled,” they are also altering
traditional understandings and definitions
of “disabled.” The audience encountering
their work will have opportunity to consider
how the fragment can become a more
complex embodiment in the hands of
artists with disability.
According to Tobin Siebers, modern art
claims disability as the virtuoso sign of the
aesthetic, increasingly presenting disability
as an aesthetic value in itself.”3 For example,
the Surrealists and the Dadaists began to
distort bodies in new forms, seeing beauty in
the body made grotesque or the body made
fractured. It is important to then ponder
what is the signification of the metaphor

Alison O’Daniel, God’s Eye, 2011, detail from What Can a Body Do?, Cantor Fitzgerald Gallery,
Haverford College, PA, 26 October – 16 December, 2012.
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of the fragment within art practice? The
fragment seems to symbolise disruption –
it is the body in chaos, the body broken. The
fragment is a symbol of loss. In her seminal
essay, “The Body in Pieces: The Fragment
as a Metaphor of Modernity,” art historian
Linda Nochlin has outlined that while she
does not wish to propose some “grandiose,
all-encompassing theory of the fragment,”
she still believes that it should be grounded
“on a model of difference”4 (her italics). She
also acknowledges the dual marvelous/
horrific function that the fragment
continues to have on artwork, and traces its
lineage in different periods and movements
in art history, starting with paintings,
drawings and sculptures from the French
Revolution, through to Impressionism,
Surrealism and more modern art practices
of Louise Bourgeois, Robert Mapplethorpe
and Cindy Sherman. Even though Nochlin
argues that the fragment assumes new
transgressive forms in the practices of
these contemporary artists, such as the
notion that the body is hardly unified or
unambiguous, these artists and Nochlin
still exclude any discussion around the
intersections and the impact of this rupture
for disabled subjectivity.
I believe one important way a viewer is
able to imagine this rupture and “reassign
meaning” to disability and fragmentation
is by engaging with exhibitions that
explore disability as a generative critical
theme as demonstrated by the artists in
HERE&NOW13. Contemporary artists with
disability are demonstrating new meaning
through the inscriptions in their sensorial
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art practices. For example, in 2011, I curated
my first exhibition exploring themes of
disability where I also attempted to create
new meaning. Medusa’s Mirror: Fears,
Spells & Other Transfixed Positions was held
at Pro Arts Gallery in Oakland, California,
from 13th September – 20th October
and included eight artists with disability
challenging the gaze of the non-disabled
subject. In Greek mythology, Medusa was
viewed as a monster, and gazing directly
upon her would turn onlookers to stone.
In many ways, the disabled subject has
similar stereotypical qualities to Medusa
– that of being monstrous, and transfixing
viewers with fear, curiosity or wonder. This
exhibition’s agenda was to shift Medusa’s
position, and thus make unstable the
disabled subject as agent and cause of fear,
spells and transfixed positions. This gives
reason for able-bodied viewer to reflect on
their own frameworks. I wanted viewers
to learn that the disabled body is anything
but transfixed. The exhibition gave artists
agency to make bold aesthetic statements
about their bodies and their lives. Artists
included Joseph Grigely, Carmen Papalia,
Neil Marcus, Katherine Sherwood, Laura
Swanson, Sunaura Taylor, Sadie Wilcox
and Chun-Shan (Sandie) Yi with various
media represented.
From 26th September – 16th December,
2012, I curated my second exhibition
focusing on issues of disability, entitled
What Can a Body Do? at Cantor Fitzgerald
Gallery, Haverford College in Pennsylvania.
This exhibition attempted to narrow
the question originally posed by French

What Can a Body Do?, Cantor Fitzgerald Gallery, Haverford College, PA, 26 October – 16 December, 2012.
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philosopher Gilles Deleuze into: “what can
a disabled body do?” In my Introduction to
the catalogue essay for What Can a Body
Do?, I write:
Further, this exhibition asks, what does
it mean to inscribe a contemporary
work of art with experiences of
disability? What shapes or forms
can these inscriptions take? How,
precisely, can perceptions of the
disabled body be liberated from
binary classifications such as
“normal” versus “deviant” or “ability”
versus “disability” that themselves
delimit bodies and constrain action?
What alternative frameworks can be
employed by scholars, curators, and
artists in order to determine a new
fate for the often stigmatised disabled
identity?5
I continue in the catalogue essay:
…we haven’t even begun to understand
the potential of our bodies! Most of
us know even less about the disabled
body. It is important to think about
what disability does rather than simply
what it is. Such reframing breaks
binary constructs as it is focused on
a type of concretised being-in-theworld, on the truths of living inside a
disabled body.6
Nine contemporary artists participated in
the exhibition, including Joseph Grigely,
Christine Sun Kim, Park McArthur, Alison
O’Daniel, Carmen Papalia, Laura Swanson,
Chun-Shan (Sandie) Yi, Corban Walker and
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Artur Zmijewski. They each demonstrated
new possibilities for the disabled body
across a range of media by exploring
bodily configurations in figurative and
abstract forms.
As Simi Linton notes, we are currently
deficient in our language to describe
disability in any other way than as a
“problem,” so the defining is simultan
eously a challenge and a curse. However,
following Halberstam’s lead in her
insistence on thinking about “failure” and
“fragmentation” within an alternative prod
uctive framework, we are faced with the
opportunity to articulate a richer and more
complex thinking about an experience of
disability. Feminist and disability studies
scholar Barbara Hillyer says:
Instead of creating dichotomies
between good and bad words, we can
use accurate descriptors . . .we can
struggle with distinguishing our own
definitions . . . the process is awkward;
it slows down talk; it is uncomfortable
[but] it increases complexity.7
Ultimately, as a curator who just happens
to have dwarfism, who works with artists
who may or may not have disabilities or
identify, I must take great care to note
the intersectional specificities of their
gendered, cultural, racial and generational
contexts and avoid the reduction that I
work against in exhibitions like What Can
a Body Do? In spite of these challenges,
the work by artists with disability must
be placed within a general field of art

practice so as to integrate the emergent
discourse of complex embodiment with
critical art and disability studies discourse.
While the art gallery is indeed a powerful
incubator for radical, activist ideas in
relationship to the exposure and education
of disability politics to a general public, the
complex reactions by artists with disability
throughout my curatorial practice point to
how they are still attempting to define (or
undefine) themselves as they negotiate
their relationship to disability within the
art world amidst lingering notions of
mainstream stigma and ableism. These
types of affective responses to participation,
passing, identity, labels and ambiguity
also tellingly point to the challenges and
evolutions of the field of disability studies
itself, as it continues to define itself in a
time of complex intersectional politics and
hybrid identities. Given that disability’s
marginalised position is generated by a
mainstream societal discursive regime,
the art gallery’s turn towards disability
(through exhibitions like HERE&NOW13,
What Can a Body Do? and Medusa’s Mirror:
Fears, Spells & Other Transfixed Positions) as
a space that often reproduces “normative”
representations, offers an important
solution to combating and shifting dis
ability’s loaded language and thinking.
DADAA continues to successfully lead and
initiate much more organic conversations
about how art about disability moves us
and why it matters, incorporating multiple
sensorial perceptions that can all work
cohesively and dynamically.
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Amanda Cachia is an independent curator
from Sydney, Australia, and is currently
completing her PhD in Art History,
Theory and Criticism at the University of
California, San Diego. Her dissertation
will focus on the intersection of disability
and contemporary art.
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Beyond the lens of disability
Matthew Mason: Sessional academic, UWA

Click to play audio essay
narrated by Matthew Mason

The “art world” is a unique universe, which operates by its own rules, and this makes
it exceedingly difficult to penetrate and, subsequently, navigate. As Arthur C. Danto
highlights in his essay of 1964, “The Artworld”, the very nature and conditions of art,
are established by a set of powerwielding establishments and individuals.1
Those artists who do not work within the
established art school and gallery system
are labelled “Outsider Artists”, a term that
has become a catch-all for art produced by
anybody who works beyond the institutions
of the art world, and their discourses and
ideologies.2 Artists with disability have,
historically, been excluded by the hegemonic
forces of the art world from art history,
and are seen as “outsiders”. Art history’s
narrative of the triumph and development of
civilisation sees no significant place for the
marginalised and vulnerable: it instead tells
the story of the dominant.
This is evidenced by considering the treat
ment of the Outsider. The Outsider was of
particular interest to the early-twentieth
century avantgarde, and, as Ian McLean
asserts, became “an archetypal figure of
modernity” in the post-Second World War
period.3 The sincerity and inventiveness
with which Outsider artists were regarded
as, almost inadvertently, reflecting the
world around them granted them, to borrow
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sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s term, a degree
of “cultural capital”, a form of social worth
and distinction. Despite this, however, the
Outsider was never fully assimilated into
modernism. While the fascination with
Outsider Art suggests that the Outsider
experienced some degree of integration, we
must remember that they existed primarily
as a muse to the canonical figures of art
history whose works today line the walls of
our galleries rather than as their equals.4
This exclusion continues to operate
today, and artists with disability are often
reductively cast as Outsiders, and defined
by their disabilities. Art by an individual
with disability is presumed to reflect the
experience of living with this disability.
While this may be true in part, it must be
qualified. It is important to understand that
“disability” is a term, which is not easy to
define. As Steven E. Brown writes:
The definition of disability that may
have become the most known is that
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Katrina Barber working on a light installation piece.

of someone who has a major life
impairment preventing them from
participating easily in a major activity
such as walking, seeing, hearing, [or]
thinking. But that definition is one of
only dozens.5
As Brown asserts, a “disability culture”
which takes pride in disability is emerging.6
Having a disability does not necessarily
render one’s existence tragic, or make it
in any way less meaningful or valuable.
Therefore, artists with disability are no
less diverse or multifaceted than those
produced by their abled peers, and artists
with disability are equally capable of
engaging with art history and its discourses.
Unfortunately, it is simply the case that the
mechanisms of the art world have denied
audiences the opportunity to realise this.
In HERE&NOW13, however, this historical
distinction between the inside and outside
is collapsed, and there is a blurring of the
line separating “abled” and “disabled”.
While an artist’s disability often plays a part
in the creation of their work, it is evident
that this is not the only factor at play in these
works, and it is essential that we approach
them from beyond the lens of disability.
For example, some of the artists on display
have attended art schools, and all of them
have been mentored by successful artists
in Perth. Their works are not, therefore,
simply the “autonomous creations” that
Outsider artworks have been defined as in
the past. Yes, the artists in HERE&NOW13
have a disability, and their artwork often
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consciously reflects this: many of the works
you see in this exhibition address issues
of identity, and that identity happens to be
that of an individual living with disability.
Yet these artists are informed by other
aspects of their identity as well, and draw
on a range of sources in producing their
works. Take, for example, the drawings of
Julian Poon, which are often steeped in
Christian iconography. Or the works of the
two Aboriginal artists on display, Aquinas
Crowe and Lisa Uhl, which reference their
Indigenous culture and background.
HERE&NOW13 therefore reflects a transition
towards an increasingly inclusive mode
of art exhibition, and is underpinned by a
sense of equality, as the artists on display
address a broad range of themes, rather
than simply commenting on the experience
of living with disability. They thus ask us
to look beyond their shared characteristic
of having a disability, which posits them
as Other, and instead engage with their
work on the same terms as we would any
others. HERE&NOW13 can, therefore, be
read as the disruption and restructuring,
or reconfiguration, of the workings of art
world by those elements it has marginal
ised. In this sense, the exhibition represents
the embodiment of the writings of French
critical theorist Jacques Rancière who,
since the late 1960s, has argued that
central to the realisation of equality is the
disruption of those conditions of sharing
that sustain hierarchical and inequitable
social orders.7 While the mechanisms of
the art world have previously functioned
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Jane Ryan and artist mentor Judy Mary Seward, 2013.

to exclude works such as those on display,
this exhibition asserts the equality of all
subjects. The works of Modernism’s former
muse now fill The University of Western
Australia’s Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, one
of Western Australia’s leading exhibition
spaces. Thus HERE&NOW13 represents
more than just another art exhibition. It is
the challenging of the dominant narrative
of art history, but also of our understanding
of our own lives. The artists on display
use their disabilities as platforms to tell
their often deeply moving stories. They
live under unique circumstances which
have created new and interesting ways of
seeing the world, and the transmission of
these enriches us as viewers. As we are
forced into a reexamination of our own
conditions, we realise that we all live along
the continuum of disability.

Matthew Mason received First Class
Honours in Art History from the University
of Western Australia in 2012 for his thesis
on Brazil’s Tropicália movement. He plans
to pursue postgraduate study in Art History
overseas in the future.
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1.

Katrina Barber, Light series (detail), 2013
watercolour on Arches watercolour paper, 27.6 x 40 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

2.

Julian Poon, Ram-eses I, 2013
pen on canvas, 92 x 122 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

3.

Patrick Carter, Untitled, (film still), 2013
high definition video
image courtesy and © the artist.

4.

Julian Poon, Ram-eses II, 2013
pen on canvas, 92 x 122 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

5.

Katrina Barber, Light series (detail), 2013
watercolour on Arches watercolour paper, 40 x 27.6 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

6.

Katrina Barber, Light series (detail), 2013
watercolour on Arches watercolour paper, 27.6 x 40 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

7.

Clive Collender, Birds (detail), 2013
pencil and pen on Arches watercolour paper, 59.4 x 84.1 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

8.

Clive Collender, Stilfontein, South Africa, December 1957, 2013
pencil and pen on paper, 21 x 28.3 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

9.

Clive Collender, Umhlanga Rocks, South Africa, December 1967, 2013
pencil and pen on paper, 21 x 28.3 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.
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10.

Aquinas Crowe, Untitled, (film still), 2013
high definition video
image courtesy and © the artist.

11.

Aquinas Crowe, Untitled, (film still), 2013
high definition video
image courtesy and © the artist.

12.

Aquinas Crowe, Untitled, (film still), 2013
high definition video
image courtesy and © the artist.

13.

David Guhl, Tasmania, 2013
acrylic on canvas, 153 x 101.5 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

14.

David Guhl, Coffee shop, 2013
acrylic on canvas, 102 x 152.5 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

15.

David Guhl, Kimberley, 2013
acrylic on canvas, 122 x 152.5 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

16.

Tim Maley, Frog series (detail), 2013
pencil and watercolour on paper, 23 x 32 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

17.

Tim Maley, Crocodile series (detail) #1, 2012
pencil and watercolour on Arches watercolour paper, 23 x 32 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

18.

Julian Poon, Any-mation, 2013
black pen on paper, 21 x 29.5 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

19.

Julian Poon, Art of war, 2013
black pen on paper, 21 x 29.5 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

20.

Jane Ryan, In the bush collection (detail), 2013,
woven grass and wool, dimensions variable,
image courtesy and © the artist.
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21.

Jane Ryan, New York, 2013
Atelier acrylic on canvas, 40 x 50.5 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

22.

Jane Ryan, A sun, 2013
Atelier acrylic on canvas, 30.5 x 30.5 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

23.

Robert Turpin, One path no direction, 2012
acrylic, ink and dry pastel on canvas, 100 x 150 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

24.

Robert Turpin, Untitled, 2012,
acrylic, ink and dry pastel on canvas, 150 x 100 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

25.

Lisa Uhl, Turtujarti (walnut trees), 2013
Atelier acrylic paint on 14oz canvas, 120 x 120 cm
image courtesy the artist © the artist.

26.

Lisa Uhl, Turtujarti (walnut trees), 2013
Atelier acrylic paint on 14oz canvas, 120 x 120 cm
image courtesy the artist © the artist.

27.

Robin Warren, Bell vibrations, 2013
acrylic on canvas, 76.2 x 101.6 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

28.

Robin Warren, Cloud of the autumn winter cusp, 2013
acrylic on canvas, 76.2 x 101.6 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

29.

Robin Warren, A tree at sunset, 2013
acrylic on canvas, 101.6 x 76.2 cm
image courtesy and © the artist.

Education Kit

HERE&NOW13 sees a diverse group of artists including Katrina Barber, Patrick Carter,
Clive Collender, Aquinas Crowe, David Guhl, Tim Maley, Julian Poon, Jane Ryan, Robert
Turpin, Lisa Uhl and Robin Warren explore processes of communication, embodiment
and narrative through a variety of art forms, including painting, sculpture, drawing,
installation, performance and digital media.

Audiences are invited to become a part of In some cases practical exercises are
each artists own way of knowing and being suggested, such as the student creating their
own, related, work of art. In other instances,
in the world.
questions are posed to stimulate discussion,
This education resource contains 11 pages description, analysis and consideration of
that relate to the work of the 11 contemporary artists and artwork.
Western Australian artists in the exhibition.
We hope that this resource provides
Each printable sheet begins with a link to both educators and students a way into
information on the artist found in the e-book. meaningful classroom learning and that it
Comments and questions about the art and encourages dynamic interaction with the
art-making are directed to specific student work of these 11 artists.
age groups:

I Years K – 6
II Years 7 – 12
III Tertiary students and other 		
interested adults

For younger students, different outcomes
are offered.
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Acquinas Crowe - Education Resource
As a filmmaker based in Fitzroy Crossing, Crowe focuses his video-camera lens on
the environment in which he lives. His passions – the local football teams and the
remarkable local landscape – become included in his films. This work documents Crowe’s
time in Perth, and his yearning for home.

Acquinas Crowe
Something Perth 2013
High definition video, single channel projection
edited by Kelvin Ha
Courtesy of the artist
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I
Did your recognise any parts of Perth in Acquinas
Crowe’s video? Think of the journey you take from
home to school, and then draw a map of how you get
to school.
Do you travel on foot, in the car or bus? Don’t forget
to draw things that you notice along the way, like
flowers that grow on the verge, a shop on a street
corner, or a dog that always barks at you.

II
Crowe’s films document journeys, and often you can
see him travelling through the landscape. Recall your
most memorable journey or trip, then describe or
draw three objects that you see on your journey.

III
Crowe’s video also describes an emotional journey,
as he describes the importance of Fitzroy Crossing
to him – the place and the friends and family who are
there – while he is living in Perth. The resolution of
the film is the filmmaker’s returns to his country.

Where do you think of as your home? Is it a physical
place? Or is it more of a sense of home that is tied
to important people and things that have meaning in
your life?
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Clive Collender - Education Resource
Clive Collender creates these intricate drawings from memory. He surrounds himself
with black ink pens and coloured pencils and then begins to draw. He does not stop until
the page is covered and the work is complete.

Umhlanga Rocks, South Africa, December 1967
2013
pen and pencil on paper
21 x 28.3 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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I
Collender draws the things, people and animals that
stand out for him in his everyday life.
What do you see everyday that stands out? Can you
name the important people, animals and things in
your life and describe something about them?

II
Look at the various animals depicted in Collender’s
drawing. How has he made them each unique and
different from each other?
Take photographs of 3 different animals –dogs, birds,
cats. Then look carefully at the photographs and draw
or paint the three animals together, taking care to
focus on the special characteristics of each animal,
like spots in their fur, or different colours in their
feathers.

III
Collender draws inspiration for his art from past
experiences. Specific objects and people are recalled
to describe events from a particular time and place.
Recollections from our past are rarely fixed or linear.
Our experience of an event is inextricably bound
with the experience of associated emotions and
perceptions, which determine how and why we recall
certain moments in our lives.
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David Guhl - Education Resource
Dave Guhl is an artist who loves to use paint. He enjoys working with bright, contrasting
colours and pattern.

David Guhl
Tasmania 2013
Acrylic on canvas
153 x 101.5cm
Courtesy of the artist
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David Guhl - Education Resource (cont’d)

I
Abstraction – Abstraction is art that does not look
exactly like things in the real world. Abstract pictures
can be made out of shapes, lines and colours.
David Guhl’s Tasmania is a vibrant painting that is
flooded with colour and overlapping shapes.
Create your own abstract work: begin drawing loosely
over a page, making sure that you cross over your
lines. Only stop and lift your pencil when you have
covered the page. Now work with coloured pencils to
create patterns in each area of the page.

II
Guhl’s studio has images of paintings by artists that
he admires stuck on the wall. Look at paintings by
Gustave Klimt and Friedensreich Hunderwasser and
consider how Guhl may have been inspired by the
way these artists use colour and pattern. How do you
think the size and shape of Guhl’s canvas impacts on
his arrangement of shapes?

III
Guhl lives and works in inner city Perth. He relishes
meeting with friends and experiencing life on the
city streets. Consider how the place where you live,
and the people that you interact with, influence your
creative practice.
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Jane Ryan - Education Resource
Jane Ryan is a contemporary artist whose prints, paintings and sculptures can be described as
colourful and vibrant works.
As you can see in New York 2013, Ryan paints in a loose, expressive style, using bright colours.

Jane Ryan
New York 2013
Atelier acrylic on canvas
40 x 50.5cm
Courtesy of the artist.
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Jane Ryan - Education Resource (cont’d)

I

II

Look at photographs of yellow taxis on the
streets of New York. How are these photos
similar to Jane Ryan’s painting? Can you see
roads, cars or buildings in this painting?

This painting depicts the life and movement in
a busy city. Look closely at how the artist has
applied paint to the canvas. What kind of brush
do you think she has she used? What kind of
effect does her brushwork and use of colour
have on you? If you were to paint a city that you
know, what colours would you choose and why?

This painting uses a lot of yellow. Yellow is
usually a bright and sunny colour. Do the
colours in this painting make you feel happy or
sad? Why?
What is your favourite colour? Why is it your
favourite and how does this colour make you
feel?

Now compare the colours and shapes of New
York with the work below.
How are the colours and shapes different in this
work?
How does this work make you feel?

Jane Ryan
Moonlight 2013
Atelier acrylic on canvas
40 50.5cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Jane Ryan - Education Resource (cont’d)

III
Given that you can only see a reproduction – that
is, a photograph – of the painting, how do you think
your experience of the actual painting on the wall
of a gallery is different to seeing the painting as
an image on a computer screen or in a printed
brochure?

How big do you imagine each painting is?

Does the different context in which you view a
painting change the way you respond to it? For
example, do you look at works of art differently
when encountered on the wall of a gallery space,
as compared to looking at art in someone’s home?
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Julian Poon - Education Resource
Julian Poon draws lines and a lot of detail to make complex images with a black pen. He
is an excellent example of an artist who uses simple everyday materials to make amazing
detailed artworks.

Julian Poon
Art of war, 2013
black pen on paper
21 x 29.5cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Julian Poon - Education Resource (cont’d)

I

III

Using pen or pencil, fill an A4 page with
repeated lines - some straight and some
curved – to create your own drawing.

HERE&NOW13 provided artists with disability
an opportunity to have their work exhibited,
and critically viewed, within a professional art
gallery on the grounds of The University of
Western Australia. This was a new experience
for most of the 11 artists, and many have since
had their work shown in other public and
commercial gallery spaces.

II
Julian Poon often draws inspiration from epic
stories – whether they come from the Bible,
from ancient history, or from works of fiction
such as Star Wars and The Hobbit. Look
closely at Poon’s Star Wars map drawing to
try and identify elements of the drawing may
relate to some of these sources.

Then think about stories that you love and draw
your own warrior figure or deity that is inspired
by these stories.
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When you look at art, do you think that it is
important to know something about the artist
and why the artist painted the work? Can
information about a work of art – including the
subject matter and artist’s biography – change
the way you perceive the work?

Katrina Barber - Education Resource
Katrina Barber’s work relates to light. Her abstract paintings are an expression of her
pleasure using paint to describe evocative qualities of light.

I
Light is very tricky to represent in art. Light
is something that you cannot touch, but
somehow you need to make it seem real in
your art. Which colours make you think of
light? How do you draw or paint sunlight?
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Katrina Barber, Untitled from Light series 2013, Watercolour on Arches watercolour paper, 40 x 27.6cm,
Courtesy of the artist

Katrina Barber, Untitled from Light series 2013,
Watercolour on Arches watercolour paper, 40 x
27.6cm, Courtesy of the artist
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II

III

J. M. W. Turner (1775 - 1851) is a British
artist recognised as being a master of
using colour to picture the effects of light
on fog, mist and cloud. Look at several
of Turner’s landscape paintings to try and
work out which colours the artist has used,
and how he has applied the paint, to create
atmospheric effects.

Katrina Barber works in series. She
repeats similar shapes in her work while
focusing on an exploration of colour.
How does viewing multiple works from a
series influence your reading of individual
pieces within that series? Are the paintings
stronger when seen together or are they
just as good on their own?

Lisa Uhl - Education Resource
Lisa Uhl is an Aboriginal woman who lives in the remote community of Fitzroy-Crossing,
located in the far north of Western Australia. Uhl is best-known for her distinctive
paintings of Turtujarti (walnut trees).

Lisa Uhl
Turtujarti (walnut trees) 2013
Atelier acrylic paint on 14 oz canvas
120 x 120 cm
Courtesy of the artist. Photo: Mangkaja Arts Resource Agency
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Lisa Uhl - Education Resource (cont’d)

I
Can you see the tree forms in the painting?
Look closely at the painting to see if you can
work out how you think the artist has painted
the trees.
What do trees look like in the area where you
live? Do you have a favourite tree? Why? How
do you paint these trees? What colours do you
use?
Do your trees look like the ones painted by
Uhl? Why might your trees look different to the
trees in this painting?

II
Turtujarti (walnut trees) grow in the Great
Sandy Desert, and are often one of the few
trees that are able to grow tall in this harsh
environment. How does Uhl show us the
atmospheric effects of the desert light and
heat in her paintings?
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Lisa Uhl - Education Resource (cont’d)

III
In the lead-up to this exhibition, Uhl travelled
to Brisbane to develop a sculpture, supported
by a Department for the Arts Indigenous Arts
Development grant. As you can see from the
images below, the sculpture realises tree
forms in a different way to her paintings – but
there remains strong connections between the
paintings of Turtujarti and the sculpture.
Lisa Uhl had not worked in three-dimensional
art forms prior to working with Urban Art
Projects, in Brisbane. Her involvement as
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a contemporary artist in the HERE&NOW13
project allowed Uhl the opportunity to extend
her practice into sculpture.
Paintings are usually created on a flat, twodimensional surface, whereas sculpture is
three-dimensional. The manipulation of forms
in space requires the artist to create sculptural
works in entirely different ways. What is your
preferred art medium, and why is this the most
effective form of expression for you?

Patrick Carter - Education Resource
Patrick Carter worked very closely with artist Sohan Ariel Hayes in the realisation of this
video work.

Patrick Carter
No more cryin’ 2013
Multi-media performance, single channel video,
2.26 minutes
Edited by Sohan Ariel Hayes.
Courtesy of the artist and the stARTSPEAK /
Cultivate Grant.
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Patrick Carter - Education Resource
(cont’d)

I
Working with technology often means working
together with other people and other kinds of
artwork can also be made in groups. This is called
collaboration.
Form a group of four and together draw a picture of
a figure, each choosing a body part to draw– head,
torso, legs or feet.

II
Patrick Carter’s drawings are screened to form the
backdrop for his video work.
Describe what can you see in his drawings. How do
they relate to Carter?

III
Carter is very aware that his video will be watched
by an audience, and often addresses the camera
directly. Do you think this is effective, and why?
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Robert Turpin - Education Resource
Turpin’s remarkable visual expression is a result of formal art training and an extensive
professional practice. These paintings demonstrate the artist’s clarity of vision and
technical skill.

Robert Turpin
Under open skies 2012
acrylic, ink and dry pastel on linen
150 x 100 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Robert Turpin - Education Resource (cont’d)

I

III

The shapes on the right look drippy and watery.
How do you think the artist has put the red,
yellow, blue and black paint onto the canvas?
Have you ever let runny paint or ink run across
paper?

Art is often about letting go to elements
of chance and unpredictability as well as
controlling the results of the final creation.
Consider how you manage this balance in your
own art work.

Create your own painting by blowing air
through a straw to move different colours
across a page.

II
In Turpin’s paintings there is contrast between
the sharp, geometric lines and shapes and
the loose running paint, with colours blending
and bleeding into the canvas. These paintings
could be about physical space (landscape,
outer-space) or they could be about internal
emotional and psychological space. Describe
what they represent to you and why.
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Robbin Warren - Education Resource
Robin Warren creates evocative, vibrant paintings that seem to contain energy of their
own.

Robin Warren
Cloud of the autumn winter cusp 2013
acrylic on canvas
76.2 x 101.6 cm
Courtesy of the artist.
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Robbin Warren - Education Resource (cont’d)

I

III

Clouds are always moving, shifting and
changing in the sky. Does Robin Warren’s cloud
shape look like it is moving?

Warren’s dreams provide him with inspiration
for his expressive paintings. Think of a dream
that you have had, and consider how you could
represent elements of your dream in a visual
way.

Clouds are very sensitive to the sun’s rays, they
change colour as the sun rises and sets
Why do you think the artist has painted the
cloud using so many different colours? Why
hasn’t he just used white? How would you paint
a cloud?

II
Many of Warren’s paintings present shapes
and forms that are bursting with an energy or
life-force. His distinctive application of paint,
and the vibrant, contrasting colours create very
strong visual effects.
Create a work of art that looks like the
movement of clouds, water or wind. How do
you communicate movement in your art piece?
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Tim Maley - Education Resource
Tim’s series of delicate watercolour paintings were inspired by a visit to the Western
Australian Museum. Following the exhibition of his work in HERE&NOW13, Maley was
invited to exhibit his work at the Museum.

Crocodile series (detail) 2013
Pencil and watercolour on Arches watercolour paper
42 x 59.4cm
Courtesy of the artist and the stARTSPEAK Program
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Tim Maley - Education Resource (cont’d)

I

III

What have you seen at a Museum? Do you
remember seeing insects in wooden cases,
stuffed animals, or skeletons of animals in big
showcases? Draw a picture of something you
remember seeing at a museum.

Public museums and archives collect, store
and display items to make them available as
a resource for people now and into the future.
The nature of collecting is rapidly changing, as
is the nature of what is collected. For example,
many items that are of value to us today exist
not as objects in the actual world, but in a
digital environment.

II
Plants and animals are collected and displayed
in particular ways within museums. Maley’s
work is about both his wonder at the variety
and beauty of the insects on display and the
enjoyment he gets out of encountering them at
the Museum.
Do you collect objects? If not, what would you
like to collect? Why do people collect things?

Imagine that you have a collection of rare items
– perhaps collector cards or precious stones.
How would you display them? Draw a plan
of your display – noting how items are to be
presented and why you would display them in
this way.
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It is still important to display such digital
objects, but the question is how to display
them. How would you display an archive of
websites within a Museum setting? What kind
of material would be in the digital archives and
what would make an interesting display?

Curator’s acknowledgements
Katherine Wilkinson: Curator, HERE&NOW13

I would like to begin by thanking the dedicated staff at DADAA and the Lawrence Wilson
Art Gallery, whose vision to extend the parameters of contemporary art alongside their
commitment to social inclusivity, made this project and exhibition possible, especially
David Doyle, Lee Kinsella, Catherine Peattie and Ted Snell.
I am so grateful to have had the privilege
to work alongside the eleven talented and
inspiring artists included in this exhibition.
Thank you to Katrina Barber, Patrick Carter,
Clive Collender, Aquinas Crowe, David Guhl,
Tim Maley, Julian Poon, Jane Ryan, Robert
Turpin, Lisa Uhl and Robin Warren.
I owe a special thank you to the arts mentors,
support workers, families and friends who
have supported, guided and inspired the
artists over the past year, including Sohan
Ariel Hayes, Rebecca Baumann, Heike
Bettel, Kate Campbell-Pope, Richard
Colllender, Clare Cranny, Simone Flavelle,
Benjamin Forster, Kathyrn Furmage,
Heather Grauaug, Kevin and Jenny Guhl,
Catherine Jennings, Matteo Lacapra, Jacob
Lehrer, Andrew Lewandowski, Robert
and Dale Maley, Mangkaja Arts Resource
Agency, Zoe Martyn, Aquila McKenzie,
David Mitchell, Alex Murphy, Victor and May
Poon, Julianne Ryan, Judy-Mary Seward,
the staff at 10 Dymchurch Court, the staff
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at 2 Lassen Gardens, Sophia Thorne, Jenny
Warren and Christopher Williams.
I am especially indebted to the Department
of Culture and the Arts and the Disability
Services Commission for their generous
contributions to the project. The funding
both these departments provided, alongside
the enthusiasm and support of their staff
has contributed greatly to the success of
HERE&NOW13. Particular mention must
go to Daevid Anderson, Ricky Arnold, Ron
Chalmers, Alli Doherty, Luke Doyle, Allanah
Lucas, Kerry Stopher, Annie Thomson and
Kathleen Toomath.
I owe my thanks to those organisations and
institutions who provided in-kind support
to the project and the artists, especially
the studio spaces provided by the Central
Institute of Technology, Fremantle Arts
Centre and Perth Institute of Contemporary
Art (PICA), spaces where so many of the
pieces on display came into being.

I feel very fortunate to have worked
alongside DADAA on this project. Thank
you to the staff at the Fremantle office who
have provided advice, encouragement and
a vibrant and amusing work space over the
past year.
And finally to end on where my experience
began, I am so very thankful to Carrie
McGee of Access Programs at MoMA, New
York and Matthew Bede Murphy of League
Artists Natural Design (LAND) Studio and
Gallery, New York who introduced me to
the absolutely awe inspiring artists and
programs that are held within the realms
of these two institutions and in the wider
community of contemporary disability arts.
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Evaluation: Key findings and a model of mentorship
Evaluation approach and key findings

During the HERE&NOW13 project, an extensive Key findings included the following:
evaluation was undertaken by one of the project’s
core partners, DADAA, which has a wellestablished evaluation and research program. 1. Results from the process evaluation revealed
DADAA received funding from Ageing, Disability
that there were particularly beneficial
and Home Care in the Department of Family and
characteristics of project design: using
Community Services on behalf of The Disability
an
organisational–individual
mentoring
Policy and Research Working Group. The full
model; showcasing works at a high-profile
report is available at:
contemporary gallery; and using a robust
partnership model that opened up networks
http://www.dadaa.org.au/project/4/disseminate/
to artists and their mentors.
2. The project design established for
The key aim of this evaluation was to investigate
HERE&NOW13 staff, mentors and mentee
the processes and impacts of HERE&NOW13,
recruitment and development was, in and
and to generate a model that explains how
of itself, seen to be a successful model of
the participants (including curator, mentees,
design. Results from the process evaluation
mentors and partner organisations) experience
demonstrate seven discrete stages of the
the program.
mentoring program and confirmed the
evolving and pivotal role of the emerging
curator, or facilitating mentor.
Evaluation activities included three research 3. Results from the impact evaluation showed
approaches:
that the three most important activities for the
• A process evaluation capturing reach,
completeness and fidelity of the project
• An impact evaluation capturing the benefits
and success of the mentoring partnerships
• A collective case study of five mentorships.

eleven participating mentees were: learning
new art forms and skills; meeting new people,
including other artists; and developing
relationships with people, including other
artists. Comments by mentors reinforced the
positive benefits of networking and gaining a
higher profile as an artist by, meeting artists
and being able to work and exhibit in high
profile settings in the creative community.

After a significant literature review was completed,
data was collected through online surveys and 4. The most noted benefits for the mentees were:
in-person interviews with participants, mentors
enjoyment of mentoring process, working
and partner organisations.
with new and high-quality materials, pride
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in work produced, increased motivation and
inspiration, increased confidence and sense
of purpose, working more independently and
becoming more aware of their potential as a
professional artist.
5. Factors such as motivation, confidence,
independence and self-awareness were
all hugely important factors in artistic
development. They all ranked highly in terms
of perceived impacts and clearly play an
essential role in the professional development
of artists with disability. Further comments
by mentors indicate personal development
for artists, with increased confidence and
communication
6. The resultant model of the HERE&NOW13
mentoring program for artists with disability
emphasises a combined individual and
organisational approach and the importance
of partnerships and networks across
government, not-for-profit and private
disability, arts and community sectors.

Assuming core elements of the model remain
in place, the model can be replicated in other
settings, and it would be viable for such a project
to move from CACD to non-CACD setting, from
metropolitan to regional location, and from arts
to disability sector.
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The 7-stage process for HERE&NOW13
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1. Selection and professional development of
the emerging curator

The emerging curator position was funded by
a grant from the Department of Culture and
the Arts (DCA) in Western Australia. Katherine
Wilkinson was selected from a highly competitive
field.

The key responsibilities of the emerging curator
were outlined as:

1. Mentorship of a maximum of 15 artists with
disability that involved:

The emerging curator position was funded
from many sources, working approximately
11.25 hours per week from August 2012 to
October 2013. A Project Manager from DADAA
was responsible for overseeing the project and
managing partnerships.

The first stage of the project involved curatorial
and studio practice professional development for
the emerging curator. In August 2012, Katherine
visited leaders in contemporary arts practice for
people with disability located in in New York City:

• Facilitating art production and guiding the
work to exhibition quality
1. The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA),
Community and Access Programs. See http://
• Guiding the artists through studio
www.dadaa.org.au/blog/hereandnow13documentation of their artistic practice
blog/new-york-week-1-part-1-in-cloud-city/
• Being the key point of contact for the project
2. LAND, a non-profit studio and program
partners.
for talented artists with disability, provided
through The League Education and Treatment
Centre. See http://www.dadaa.org.au/blog/
2. Providing DADAA with documentation of the
hereandnow13-blog/new-york-week-2-partfull project process by:
1-land/
• Writing a critique of contemporary disability
arts practice in Western Australia
• Documenting artistic development through
photography and a blog.
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2. Recruitment process for the eligible artists

An accessible application form and process was
developed by the DADAA project management
team using some of recommendations from
current best practice of arts grant accessibility
reported by the Tapping into Talent project
(DADAA, 2012).

Thirty-nine artists with disability submitted a
written grant application. Of these applicants,
fourteen artists were selected, with eight of
these artists chosen outright. A selection
panel interviewed the other six artists, with
three individuals being successful. As a result,
twelve artists were selected. One artist did not
continue. See http://www.dadaa.org.au/blog/
hereandnow13-blog/hereandnow13-artistshave-been-selected/
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The selection panel was made up of Professor
Ted Snell (UWA), Curator Leigh Robb (PICA),
Senior Community Development Officer Luke
Doyle (DSC), HERE&NOW13 Emerging Curator
Katherine Wilkinson and Project Manager
Catherine Peattie from DADAA.

3. Increasing the number and scope of mentors
Following the panel interviews and selection of
artists, it was decided by the project partners
to increase the number and variety of mentors,
rather than the emerging curator being the sole
mentor. This decision was made due to the range
of art mediums and styles and the ‘level of talent
in the room’.

Additional funding was provided by DADAA to
employ ten additional mentors to:
• Improve the matching and compatibility of the
artists to a mentor who is also a professional
artist, given the wide range of art mediums
• Be able to increase the number and length of
the mentoring sessions.

4. Setting up each mentoring partnership
By November 2013, each of the eleven artists
sessions, as DADAA was acting as the auspice
was paired with a mentor to form a mentoring
for the HERE &NOW13 budget (See page 23)
partnership. This partnership was set up and
supported by the emerging curator, whose role • Finding studio space for each mentoring
partnership. At the beginning of the project,
was evolving to find, recruit, match and set up
this space was at DADAA’s studio, the artist’s
arrangements with each of the eleven mentoring
home and/or the mentor’s home or studio
partnerships, including their own.
At the initial stages of the project, from November • As part of the 4th International Arts and
Health Conference, curating the eleven
2012, key activities involved:
artist’s Works in Progress exhibition at
• Meeting and liaising with the artist’s informal
DADAA’s Freight Gallery from 23 November
and formal support networks, such as family
to 2 December 2012. See http://www.dadaa.
members, support workers or staff from
org.au/blog/hereandnow13-blog/works-inother art and disability projects
progress-exhibition-opening/
• Managing the budget for each of the artist’s
materials and the payment for mentoring
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5. Monitoring and enabling the artists

From February to July 2013, the emerging
curator’s role had become the ‘facilitating
mentor’ as she continued to support all eleven
artists and their mentors to produce artwork to
exhibition quality.

This next stage included:

blog/hereandnow13-artists-at-the-picaopen-studio-night/
• Fremantle Arts Centre from May to
August 2013. See http://www.dadaa.org.
au/blog/hereandnow13-blog/artists-inresidence-at-fremantle-arts-centreand-cia-studios/

3. Continuing to manage the budget for each
1. Checking in with and visiting the mentor/artist
of the artist’s materials and the mentoring
every two to three weeks and, if necessary,
sessions
continuing to meet with the artist’s family
member or support workers in the artist’s 4. Visiting two of the artists in Fitzroy Crossing.
home, and keeping in contact with other art
See
http://www.dadaa.org.au/blog/
and disability projects that the artist may
hereandnow13-blog/hereandnow13-artistshave been involved with. See http://www.
in-fitzroy-crossing/
dadaa.org.au/blog/hereandnow13-blog/thework-begins-for-the-hereandnow13-artists/ 5. For one of the artists, managing a professional
development grant to do a two-day sculptural
2. Finding studio space in the wider community,
workshop in Brisbane. See http://www.
in which artists could continue to create their
dadaa.org.au/blog/hereandnow13-blog/
work with their mentors, by negotiating inlisa-uhl-travels-to-brisbane-to-work-withkind space at the following locations:
urban-art-projects/
• Central Institute of Technology studio 6. Reviewing and changing mentors, if
space from March to May 2013. See http://
necessary
www.dadaa.org.au/blog/hereandnow13blog/artists-at-the-central-institute-of- 7. Seeking out new opportunities for the artists
once the HERE&NOW13 project finished.
technology-studio-spaces/
• Perth Institute of Contemporary Art (PICA)
from June to August 2013. See http://
www.dadaa.org.au/blog/hereandnow13-
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6. Creating work for exhibition at the Lawrence
Wilson Art Gallery

One of the key roles of the emerging curator was
to ensure that each of the eleven artists created
work to an exhibition standard for the Lawrence
Wilson Art Gallery, held from 26 July to 28
September 2013.
This included working with each of the eleven
artists to:
1. Introduce the artists to the process of putting
together a large scale exhibition, including:
• Compiling a portfolio of work
• Working with the gallery, marketing and
contracts
• Curating and installing their work
• Selling their work
2. Ensure that the artist’s family, friends,
mentors and supporters were invited to the
opening of the exhibition. See http://www.
dadaa.org.au/blog/hereandnow13-blog/
hereandnow13-opening/
3. Write a critique of contemporary disability
arts practice in Western Australia, in the
form of a printed book.
4. Include artists, where possible, as part
of the public program of events at the
gallery.
See
http://www.dadaa.org.au/
blog/hereandnow13-blog/hereandnow13exhibition-opening-and-public-programs-/
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7. Closure, reflection and the future

When the project neared completion in August
2013, the following opportunities were identified
for the artists:
• Future opportunities for the artists, such as
the NEXUS Arts Grant in October 2014 or
DADAA’s stARTSPEAK program
• Project review by the HERE&NOW13
partners, with planning underway to fund a
regional HERE&NOW13 exhibition in 2014
• Continuation of some of the mentoring
partnerships,
for
example,
through
other DADAA-funded projects, such as
stARTSPEAK. See http://www.startspeak.
org/
• Promotion and sale of the artist’s work on the
DADAA website. See http://www.dadaa.org.
au/gallery/artists/
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The Model of Mentorship
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Conclusion

The following conclusions were drawn from the
full results of the evaluation:

mentorship are: learning new art forms and
skills; meeting new people and developing
relationships with people, including other
artists. Comments by mentors reinforced the
benefits of networking, meeting other artists
and being able to work and exhibit in high
profile settings.

• The presence and function of the organisation
model of mentorship with new and established
partnerships and networks is a key factor of
success. HERE&NOW13 was implemented • The most noted benefits for the mentees were:
in its entirety as a documented seven-stage
enjoyment of mentoring process, working
process with milestones.
with new and high-quality materials, pride
in work produced, increased motivation and
• By using an organisational–individual
inspiration, increased confidence and sense
mentoring model, the mentee is supported
of purpose, working more independently and
both by a skilled artist and mentor, as well
becoming more aware of their potential as a
as by key organisations from the disability
professional artist.
and arts sectors. As a result artists were
able to word towards showcasing works at • These results provide evidence that the
a high-profile contemporary gallery and use
cultural rights and inclusivity of cultural
professional studio space in-kind.
settings for artists with disability can be
• The emerging curator/facilitating mentor was
shown to be crucial to both the organisational
model of a creative mentoring program and
the individual mentoring partnerships.

improved by a creative mentoring partnership,
allowing artists to pursue excellence in their
art, be validated in the wider arts community
and earn an income.

• The characteristics and benefits of the role of • Some of factors that made HERE&NOW13
successful for the artists already exist in
a mentor in a creative mentoring partnership
contemporary disability services; such as
are demonstrated and have relevance when
investing in and working with an individual,
working with people with disability, not just
drawing on people’s strengths, promoting
in the arts.
relationships, involving the person’s family
• Impact evaluation results indicate the
and accessing support networks in the
activities required for a successful
community.
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• The results add credibility to the ‘creative
continuum’ framework outlined in Picture
This: Increasing the cultural participation of
people with a disability in Australia (Brophy
C, 2010, Office of Disability, Department of
Planning and Community Development)
that explains how arts involvement for
people with disability can lead to career
development participation.

The resultant model of an arts mentoring
program for artists with disability can be found
on the following page. This model emphasises
a combined individual and organisational
approach, the importance of partnerships and
networks across disability, arts and community
sectors and use of formal and informal
networks.
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List of media coverage

The media around the exhibition and project
included the following as well as the DADAA
website www.dadaa.org,au. The LWAG website
www.lwgallery.uwa.edu.au

campaign=c3cafe45c5-UA-828966-1&utm_
medium=email&utm_term=0_2a8ea75e81c3cafe45c5-302215346
• Department of Culture
e-newsletter, 26/07/2013

and

the

Arts

• The West Australian, Yin & Yang article,
13/07/2013

• Circuit, art publication, both online and print
version

• The West Australia, Arts Section article,
24/07/2013

• Creative Foyer, online, 24/07/2013

• RTRFM Arts speak program interview (with
Katherine Wilkinson), 26/07/2013

• Guardian Express, ‘David’s mind over matter’,
David Guhl featured 27/08/2013
• Western Suburbs Weekly, ‘Art with true
heart’, 03/09/2013

• ABC Radio National Interview (with Katherine
Wilkinson, Julian Poon), 02/08/2013 http://
Monthly
Australia,
‘Fragmented
www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/ • Art
Productivity:
Here&Now13’,
Amanda
Cachia,
booksandartsdaily/here-and-now-13Issue 265, November 2013
h i g h l i g h t s - co n te m p o ra r y - d i s a b i l i t y arts/4860630
• Eyeline Magazine Review, Ann Schilo
(forthcoming)
• ABC Radio Broome, interview (with Aquinas
Crowe, Katherine Wilkinson), 14/08/2013

• Art Monthly Australia Review, Matthew
Mason (forthcoming)
• ABC 720 Perth, online video (with David
Guhl, Aquinas Crowe, Katherine Wilkinson),
12/08/2013,
http://www.abc.net.au/local/
videos/2013/08/12/3823900.htm
• Artshub online, 26/07/2013, http://au.artshub.
com/au/news-article/news/arts/visibilityfunding-and-disability-arts-196148?utm_
source=ArtsHub+Australia&utm_
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ABC Radio National Program
Program: Disability Arts are Here and Now
Published: Friday 2nd August 2013
Presented by: Michael Cathcart
Interview with: Katherine Wilkinson (curator) and
Julian Poon (artist)
Reproduced with permission from the ABC
Listen to the program.

720 ABC Perth
Program: Outstanding WA Artists share their world
Published: Friday 12 August 2013
Presented by: Emma Wynne
Interviewee: Katherine Wilkinson (curator) and artists
Aquinas Crowe, David Guhl.
Reproduced with permission from the ABC
View the program below:
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